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Education Committee Announces New Program
By Carolynne Merrill

T

he Education Committee is pleased to announce
the advent of a mentoring program for graduate
students interested in rock art research. The idea for this
was generated by graduate students who wanted to pursue
research in a rock art subject but had no one in their college
with research experience in the rock art field to offer
significant assistance.
We have proposed a multi-step program to the ARARA
board and their enthusiastic response is to move ahead
immediately. We will have material ready in time for the
upcoming SAA meeting in Memphis.
This is where the ARARA membership can help out. If
you would like to offer to mentor a student, you will need to
provide the Education sub-chair with an application form
found on the ARARA web site or contact Carolynne Merrell

T

(gamerrell@att.net) with your name, address, and your rock
art interests. We will contact you when we have a student
who we believe would benefit from your mentoring.
We would like to be able to initiate student/mentor
introductions at a luncheon during the 2012 conference in
St. George, although by this time some of you may already
be in touch with your student.
At the 2013 international ARARA conference in
Albuquerque, we will sponsor a Symposium of student papers.
Students whose papers are accepted for presentation will
receive free registration, and additional information on student
support will be posted shortly. Many of you have served (or are
currently serving) as student mentors, and we encourage your
participation in this program. Let us know about your student
so we can include you in our program.

St. George is Coming!

he Dixie Archaeological Society (DAS) and the Utah
Rock Art Research Association (URARA) are pleased
to be the local coordinators for the 2012 ARARA Conference
in St. George, Utah, on Memorial Day weekend, May 2528, 2012. St. George and southern Utah are fortunate to
have world-class rock art, and many committed rock art
enthusiasts are looking forward to your visit to our area.
John Mangels, President, DAS, and Ben Everitt, President,
URARA, welcome you to St. George on behalf of their 400+
combined members.
The conference will be held at the Lexington Hotel and
Convention Center. This venue provides large guest rooms
and convenient meeting rooms. Our conference room rate is
$79.99, which includes a full breakfast. Further details on the
conference, making your reservations, registration, field trips,
and abstract submittal are now available at www.arara.org.
St. George has Western Desert Archaic, Ancestral
Puebloan, and Paiute sites. Nearby are Fremont sites. For

field trip descriptions, see the December issue of La Pintura
or visit the ARARA website.
The local coordinators and field trip leaders have done
our best to assure that you have a choice of quality field trips.
We hope that everyone who wishes will be able to have a
Friday and a Monday field trip. Some field trips are drive-up
sites and some require extensive hiking. Some require highclearance vehicles and others are accessible by any vehicle.
Some sites are close to St. George and others require long
drives. Please read the field trip descriptions and choose field
trips that meet your interests and abilities. Keep in mind that
St. George is in the very northernmost Mojave Desert, and
Memorial Day weekend can be quite hot depending upon
the vagaries of the year. The coolest areas are around Cedar
City, the warmest are near Mesquite. As always, be prepared,
carry lots of water, and bring a good sunhat.
There is much to do in southern Utah. Zion National
Park is one hour away. Bryce Canyon is three hours away
...continued on page 13
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IFRAO Update

T

By Peggy Whitehead

he IFRAO 2013 Planning Committee had another
productive session the end of January in Albuquerque.
A meeting with the field trip sub-committee confirmed that
work is underway to obtain permission to access many great
sites in central and northwestern New Mexico. Guides for
each site are being arranged with attention toward asking
those most knowledgeable, and logistics are being worked
out with special consideration for the heat that will probably
come by the end of May. There are so many great sites in New
Mexico that everyone will be assured of seeing wonderful
rock art. Attendees will learn about the trips after they have
submitted their registration.
International conferences have some distinct differences
from traditional ARARA week-end conferences. The
week-long event consists of four days of presentations and a
Wednesday field trip for all attendees. We are planning for
five concurrent sessions every day of the conference, and
arrangements are being made for interpreters/translators
in Spanish and English—official conference languages—for
appropriate sessions. Three evening public lectures have
been arranged as our gift to the local community, and these
promote our mission to educate the public about the variety,
fragility, and importance of petroglyphs and pictographs. We
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also plan to have our opening presentation by Dr. Jean Clottes
open to the public to showcase the conference and the work
of rock art researchers worldwide. The publication of the
proceedings for this conference will be available to attendees
electronically at the meeting. In order to accommodate this
publication and to help the translators during the conference,
papers will need to be submitted prior to the conference. That
information will be available through Session Chairs.
International conference attendees often are accompanied
by a spouse or companions not particularly interested in
rock art. A local tour agency, Tour New Mexico, has made
arrangements for day trips that these individuals may join
for a nominal fee. You may link to www.tournewmexico.
com, and then click on the IFRAO 2013 tab. Two local tour
companies will also be offering post-conference field trips.
More details on these in-progress arrangements will be made
available in the coming months. We will also be posting a
list of public sites and places of interest for people to visit as
they travel to and from Albuquerque. For example, if you
are driving to Albuquerque coming from the north, you
might want to consider the Jemez Pueblos Red Rocks Arts
and Crafts Show and Powwow on Memorial Day weekend.
Albuquerque is a place with many excellent restaurants,
museums, and parks, and we know you will enjoy your time
in this part of the American Southwest.

Registration Now Open

T

he complete Conference Information Packet, including
forms and instructions for Registration and Field Trips,
is now available for download at http://www.arara.org. The
Call for Papers remains open until April 1. Please note that
applications to present and abstracts are to be submitted by
email.

ARARA Auction in St. George

I
An elaborate abstract element at Quail Creek.
This is one of many sites included in the ARARA 2012 field trips.
(Photograph by Ken Hedges.)

t is not too early to be thinking of what you can donate
to the ARARA auction in St. George. Plan on joining
fellow members on this fun-filled (with lots of edible
goodies) Saturday evening. Profits go to support ARARA.
Any “saleable” items are great, especially if they are rock
art-related. Fun items are also a big hit. Shelley Rasmussen,
Barbara Gronemann, Trudy Mertens, Linda Dorsey, and Julie
Michler have again agreed to head this entertaining evening.
Please direct questions to Shelley at 928-684-1670.
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National Register and New Mexico List
Guadalupe Mountains Rock Art Multiple Properties
By Marglyph Berrier

O

n November 22, 2011, shortly before celebrating its
state’s centennial, the Guadalupe Mountains Rock Art
Multiple Property nomination became New Mexico’s most
recent listing on the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP). Along with Summerford Mountain Archaeological
District, Virgin Mesa, Mesa Prieta, and Petroglyph National
Monument, the Guadalupe Mountains Multiple Property
listing brings the number of NRHP-listed rock art areas in
New Mexico to five. This most-recent listing also paves the
way for nominating additional thematically similar sites
in the Guadalupe Mountains—ones in Lincoln National
Forest, in Carlsbad Caverns National Park, on lands under
the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management, and on
private property.
This newest listing incorporates five sites in the Guadalupe
Mountains, all within Eddy County and Lincoln National
Forest. The five sites are White Oaks Pictograph Site (LA157,206), Dark Canyon Shelters (LA-71,921), Ambush Site
(LA-158,783), Ambush Two-Hands Shelter (LA-64,908)
and Lost Again Shelter (LA-162,411). The rock art in these
sites is of varied styles and time periods. During the review
process for this National Register listing, the New Mexico
Historic Preservation Division also put the sites on the State
Register of Cultural Properties.
Eric Dillingham, former Lincoln National Forest Assistant
Archaeologist, spearheaded this nomination. Eric will be the
first to admit that he couldn’t have put it together without
the help of his agency and fellow workers, along with a cast
of volunteers who helped record the rock art in this region.
Agency archaeologists who reviewed the nomination were
especially impressed by the photographs that accompanied
it, many of which were taken and processed by Rupestrian
CyberServices. But anyone who has ever worked on such a
nomination knows that the hardest part in this process is the
paperwork; and kudos here go to Eric Dillingham. He and
Terry Moody, New Mexico’s State and National Register
Coordinator, worked hard to dot every I and cross every T
for this nomination.
Many people worked on the archaeological reconnaissance
of the rock art, digital photography and enhancement, and
XRF and AMS dating, including Evelyn Billo, Mike Bilbo,
Brian Halstead, Robert Mark, George MacDonnell, Ryan
Powell, Matthew Punke, Marvin Rowe, Diane Prather,
Amanda Sanchez, Karen Steelman, Martin Stein, and myself.
This nomination and the work done in support of it add

much in the area of rock art documentation archived at the
national level.
Having seen these sites myself, I can confirm that each
of the five sites in this listing contains a slightly different
combination of imagery. The White Oaks Pictograph
Site consists of an overhang with two vivid pictographic
hunting scenes. These scenes contain miniature, maroon,
fine-line stick figures. One is a rabbit-hunting scene with
nets and curved sticks, while another panel is a deer- or
elk-hunting scene complete with a depiction of them being
butchered. These images have been compared with the
Lower Pecos River Red Linear Style pictographs that have
been dated to the Late Archaic (A.D. 200-900). The White
Oaks pictograph site’s age, though, may differ slightly. The
excellent state of preservation and artistry of this pictograph
site is rarely matched. The only other site known to have be
of a similar age, state of preservation, and fine brush work is
Hunters Shelter in the south-central Guadalupe Mountains
(Billo and Mark 2009).
The rock art of Ambush and Ambush Two Hands
contains some figures that look similar. They were first
reported in 1991 by Bilbo and Bilbo. The Ambush site
contains rock art elements in red or yellow, and some
excellent examples of representational style art that, like
White Oaks, probably represents hunting scenes. At the
Ambush Site, besides deer or elk, a variety of mountain sheep
are depicted as if they are running. Painted spears connect
these animals with male stick figures. At the Ambush Two
Hands site, as its name indicates, two of the prominent
features are red, juvenile-sized painted hands. Eight bright
red square-bodied zoomorphs visually stun you when you
enter the shelter, and they are reminiscent of some at the
Ambush site. For those with bright eyes and time to look at
them in detail, you will also see a few miniature, faded, dark
maroon figures holding curved sticks. One final surprise at
Ambush Two Hands is the depiction in black of an elaborate
serrated dart point piercing the body of a zoomorph hidden
beneath other figures.
Another shelter hidden away in the cottonwoods, oak,
pinyon, and junipers in Turkey Canyon has earned the
name Lost Again. It is so hidden away that after it was first
recorded, researchers had trouble finding it again. As part
of the work to support this multiple-property listing, the
shelter and its stunning rock art were found again. This
unique shelter contains such a wide variety of imagery and
...continued on next page
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Guadalupe Mountains... continued from page 3

A hunting scene in Red Linear Style at White Oak pictograph site. (Photograph by Robert Mark.)

superimposition that it fascinates almost every researcher
who visits it. There are tiny figures of well-painted bears
and turtles, rows of figures as if in chorus lines, miniature
dogs with ever so much more miniature teeth, and dozens
of enigmatic anthropomorphs including a pony-tailed figure
that seems to be holding a snake—or or maybe it is just a
wavy line. Almost all images are painted in shades of red and
maroon, and everywhere you look you find more puzzling
figures. There is even evidence of the use of a paint stick,
something like a prehistoric crayon. I encourage you to look
at Robert Mark’s GigaPan documentation of the stunning
pictographs at http://gigapan.org/gigapans/72568/.
The Dark Canyon Shelters are surrounded by desert
scrub with a few pinyon and juniper trees nearby. The main
shelter (east) contains images that appear to be made with a
wide brush or by finger-painting. Again, most of these figures
were painted in shades of red. Although some of the figures
are recognizable as buffalos and humans, many are complex
abstract designs, often with circular motifs included. The
west shelter is smaller, and includes a geometric design that
may represent a shield or a blanket, along with a group of

thick lined zigzags. Similar designs are found elsewhere in
this region, and often interpreted as lightning.
Together these five shelters represent a wide variety of
the fine rock art found in the spectacular wooded canyons of
the Lincoln National Forest. Although the area is included as
part of the Jornada-Mogollon region, contrasts between this
area’s rock art and the better-known Jornada-Mogollon Style
rock art, found further west and south of the Guadalupes,
is striking.
After a long hiatus of research following Bilbo and Bilbo’s
work (1991), the new research focus led by Carolyn Boyd at
the SHUMLA School is on the age and cultural relationships
of the Guadalupe hunting art with Lower Pecos sites in west
Texas. Although it is impossible to know the exact meaning
of these images, it is likely that they were components of
hunting and/or ceremonial use.
This brief description of the sites doesn’t really do them
justice. For more information on some of these sites and
illustrations of some of their impressive rock art, check-out
AIRA Volume 37 which includes several related articles:
“A Preliminary Description of the Guadalupe Red Linear
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Why the Malotki and Wallace
Paper is Scientific
By Robert G. Bednarik

T

Elegant quadrupeds at Ambush Two Hands Shelter.
(Photograph by Robert Mark.)

Style Components at Ambush Two Hands Shelter and Lost
Again Shelter, Guadalupe Mountains, New Mexico,” by Eric
Dillingham and Margaret Berrier; “Chemistry as a Criterion
for Selecting Pictographs for Radiocarbon Dating: Lost Again
Shelter in the Guadalupe Mountains of Southeastern New
Mexico,” by Marvin Rowe with Robert Mark, Evelyn Billo,
Marglyph Berrier, Karen Steelman, and Eric Dillingham; and
“Hunters Shelter and White Oaks Spring Pictographs: Pecos
Miniature Art in the Guadalupe Mountains of Southern
New Mexico,” by Evelyn Billo, Robert Mark, and John Greer.
Stay tuned to hear more about these sites in the near future
as the Lincoln National Forest Service and the SHUMLA
School meet to discuss the comparisons of these miniature
red figures!
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he December 2011 issue of La Pintura contained an
invitation by the editor to comment on the recent
paper by Ekkehart Malotki and Henry Wallace, about “a
possible mammoth depiction” on the San Juan River in Utah
(Malotki and Wallace 2011). The article appeared in Rock
Art Research, a journal known for publishing only scientific
work, and the discussion of this paper I have seen so far has
not done justice to it. As editor of RAR I would like to explain
why a paper containing speculative interpretation has been
published in that journal.
First, some corrections. There is not one, there are two
images suggested to be of Columbian mammoths at the site.
Malotki and Wallace (henceforth “the authors”) do not know
what these depict, nor does anyone else. Moreover, it is hardly
possible, or even desired, to “confirm” the authors’ suggestion.
Science operates by refutation, not by confirmation.
Concerning the iconographic or emic meaning of the two
motifs, it cannot in the absence of ethnographic sources be
tested by scientific means. Only the rock artist or members
of his or her society sharing emic understanding are in any
position to “identify” any of their rock art.
So why was this paper published in a strictly scientific
venue? Here are the five reasons:
• RAR, a scientific journal in the study of paleoart, is
rated “A” by the ARC, which places it in the uppermost
20% of the world’s academic periodicals. For this it
must be rigorously refereed, and in the case of RAR
up to eight referees may be required, depending on a
submission’s complexity. The authors’ manuscript was
refereed by five distinguished rock art specialists, who
recommended publication after a variety of changes
were made. As editor I need not necessarily accept
the referees’ recommendations, but having been an
archaeology editor for 47 years I have learnt to value
their advice greatly and I always respect it.
• A scientific paper is not one whose claims are true, but
one whose propositions are testable (refutable). That
does apply to this article: the proposed antiquity of the
images is weakly based (on purported iconography),
but there are methods (available either presently or
in the future) that can and no doubt will test this
hypothesis. Focusing on the meaning of the two images
is not helpful in this process, since nobody can know
what they depict. The proposed iconography is only
...continued on next page
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Malotki and Wallace... continued from page 5

Figure 1. The two petroglyphs proposed to depict Columbian mammoths.
(Adapted from Malotki and Wallace 2011, drawings by Rob Ciaccio.)

•

•

of supplementary nature; it is not the core element
of the article.
Spatial context of the two images. The site is a vertical
cliff, bearing several horizontal groupings of
petroglyphs that are of greatly differing elevations,
which can mean one of five things: (1) The artists were
supported by ropes from above; this seems extremely
unlikely at this locality. (2) They were supported by
scaffolding or ladders; this is possible, but in view of
the site morphology and the horizontal extent of the
petroglyphs also unlikely. (3) There were accessible
rock ledges that have broken away since the art was
executed: this is quite possible in view of the surface
texture below the main grouping, and would provide
a terminus post quem for the petroglyphs below it.
(4) There was a building at the site in the past from
which access was possible. (5) The sediment level of
the site has been subjected to great variations over
time; this is perhaps the most likely explanation. It
does not necessarily demand a very great antiquity,
but does favor that possibility.
Weathering and patination. These indices are by far
the most important information provided by the
authors. Their photographs are excellent and clearly
show the required detail. For instance the “mammoth”
over which a “bison” has been superimposed is at least
twice the age of the later figure, perhaps as much as
three times as old, indicated by the state of granular
exfoliation. The younger motif is fully patinated (to
the level of the unmodified surrounding surface),
so unless one assumes a significantly accelerated
patination rate at this site, a minimum age of 5000
years would be expected for the older motif. Also,
the close-ups, especially Figure 6 in the article, show

clearly that only the deepest parts of the grooves
remain recognizable.
• Stylistic differences are evident between the older and
more recent phases of the site’s petroglyph production.
The older group seems to comprise quadrupeds
and “unidentifiable” markings; the younger groups
are of very different motifs. The upper levels seem
stylistically different from the lower two and there
are ‘leitmotifs’ we all recognize instantly.
The last-mentioned factor is the weakest in support of
publication of this article, but in combination with the others
it is clear that the authors have presented the strongest case
so far in favor of any purported mammoth image in North
America. That includes the Vero Beach engraving from
Florida, notwithstanding B. Purdy’s findings. As I have
stated in this journal (Bednarik 1990), 22 years ago I was
aware of elephantine motifs from Utah, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Pennsylvania, and Delaware (to which I could add
a few more now; Bednarik 2007), all of which were either
fakes or questionable. But I also said that a report “should
not be rejected out of hand simply because there seem to
be a hundred hoaxes, frauds and misidentifications for
every genuine Palaeoindian find in America.” The principal
weakness of the authors’ article is in the notion that the two
San Juan River motifs are dated by their identification: we
don’t know the extinction date of the American mammoth,
we only have age estimations of individual finds. The
Eurasian mammoth was always thought to have become
extinct toward the end of the Pleistocene, and in Siberia by
9600 B.P. Then, in 1993, 29 of 30 radiocarbon estimates from
tusks and bones at Wrangel Island were reported to range
from 7620 B.P. to only 3730 B.P. Let us also remember that
the mastodon, which had colonized the Americas much
earlier, survived there well into the Holocene (Hester 1960;
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Mammoth Petroglyph at Sand Island, Utah
By François Gohier

D

uring a presentation at the October 2010 Utah Rock
Art Research Associations (URARA) Symposium
in Blanding, Utah, Ekkehart Malotki showed photos of a
petroglyph that he argued represented a mammoth and a
bison. Joe Pachak had first noticed this petroglyph more than
two decades earlier. It is my understanding that Joe Pachak
showed these petroglyphs to Ekkehart Malotki. In his talk,
Malotki did not reveal the site location, he only said it was
“on a cliff high above the San Juan River.” Sandstone cliffs run
for hundreds of miles along the banks of the San Juan River,
and even though I was very curious to see it for myself, I was
not about to start looking for one faded petroglyph that could
have been anywhere.
A few days later I was walking along the San Juan River
near Sand Island, west of Bluff, Utah, and unexpectedly
found the petroglyph. In perfect light, the old mammoth
was ambling along, like trying to get away from the bison
trampling over its backside.

Malotki gave another presentation on the same subject
at the 2011 URARA Symposium in Price, Utah. We learned
that the person who had made line drawings from the
photographs taken at Sand Island by Henry Wallace had
tentatively identified a second mammoth image to the left
of the original one. I returned to the site with binoculars
and telephoto lens. The image was indeed there, harder
to see than “mammoth 1,” but visible under the right light
conditions.
In their 2011 paper Malotki and Wallace present a
detailed analysis of the images and consider the questions
raised by the petroglyphs. Briefly there are two main
problems: do the petroglyphs really represent mammoths
and, if so, were they made in Paleo-Indian times as Malotki
and Wallace suggest? I believe the answer to both questions
is “yes.”
The pecked images were clearly intended to represent
members of the elephant family (Proboscidea). As

Malotki and Wallace... continued from page 6

scientific means that these images are of the early Holocene,
as I suspect they are, it would reinforce the interpretation
Malotki and Wallace have offered, but still not “prove” it. At
this stage I am satisfied that they have provided a scientific
proposition, and the best-presented proposal so far of the
early depiction of any extinct animal in the Americas.
Therefore I find that there was every justification to present
their hypothesis to the specialists of the world.

Osborn 1936). At present we have a series of “most recent”
datings from American mammoths, but in a century or
two the most recent dates may be very different. No species
becomes extinct everywhere at the same time; there may
be significant delays, of many millennia, between different
regions and refugia. Finally, the image of a species in rock art
is no proof that the artist actually saw the animal supposedly
depicted: many rock art depictions portray mythological
creatures, and these may derive from extinct species.
In summary, science is not a democratic process, and the
opinion of all of us about what these two petroglyphs once
depicted are all mere noise. What can be accepted as secure
is that they are not fakes: it would be nearly impossible to
artificially weather and patinate the assemblage as that would
require; these are genuinely old petroglyphs. Moreover,
some of the anatomical detail of the two images, such as the
distinctly bifurcated end of the “trunk” in one of them, and
the pronounced “topknot” on the head of both, suggest an
intimate knowledge of the animal’s characteristics (Figure
1). Indeed, both images appear to be just as anatomically
detailed as most mammoth images in Franco-Cantabrian
cave art. Such detail is hard to explain away. However, if there
were to be constructive debate about these motifs it would
preferably focus on the calibration of granular exfoliation
rates and patination rates at this site. If it could be shown by

...continued on next page
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Sand Island... continued from page 7
emphasized in Malotki and Wallace’s paper, the trunk and
tusks of “mammoth 1” are drawn very clearly and carefully,
including details such as the “fingers” at the trunk’s extremity,
something a latter-day artist or a prankster unfamiliar with
the species would not have known or bothered to show.
If not mammoths, the drawings could be of mastodons,
another elephant species that became extinct at the same
time mammoths did in North America. The high-domed
skulls on both petroglyphs point to these being depictions
of mammoths rather than mastodons.
The body of mammoth 1 is rather schematic; that of
mammoth 2 may have been quite well drawn, but it is now
considerably eroded. The bison representation, although not
very accurately made, remains identifiable as a bison.
The second question is the age of the images. The Sand
Island site is best known for its Glen Canyon Style 5 (Glen
Canyon Linear) and Basketmaker images. Depending on
their particular location—on an exposed cliff or under a
slight overhang—the preservation of these petroglyphs
varies from seriously eroded to very good. How do the
mammoth images, placed on a section of the cliff exposed
to the weather, compare with these 2000-year-old (plus
and minus) petroglyphs? They are quite worn out, faded,
and repatinated; therefore, they can be older than the late
Archaic and Ancestral Puebloan images.
Did people and mammoths coexist in that part of North
America ??,000 to 11,000 years ago? We know they did.
Those who doubt the validity of Malotki and Wallace’s
conclusions may be put-off by the fact that no other
indisputable petroglyph images of ice-age animals are
currently known in North America. That can be explained
any number of ways (there were images but they have been
eroded away, they are buried under sediment, they have not
yet been found or recognized for what they are, in those
days no one bothered to make petroglyphs) and it is useless
to speculate about that. (But, as mentioned in the Malotki
and Wallace paper, an engraving depicting a mammoth has
recently been found on a mineralized bone fragment at a
site in Florida).
In conclusion, I am convinced that the mammoth
images on the San Juan River were made by someone who
had personal knowledge of the anatomy of these animals—
someone who had observed them, perhaps hunted them.
And on a personal note, I am happy to have seen these
images.
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Rock Art Bookshelf

Rock Art in Tibet
Zhang Yasha
Qinghai People’s Publishing House, 2006.
chinabookshop.net/qinghai-peoples-publishing-house-m-65.html
261 b/w illustrations. Available only in Chinese.
Reviewed by Yang Qinglin
2009 Ph.D. Candidate, Ethnology and Sociology School,
Minzu University of China, Beijing, 100081

R

ock art occurs worldwide and has a deep history. In
the West, the earliest written account of rock art dates
to the 1620s, and describes engravings discovered by Peter
Alfason, a priest in Bohuslän, Sweden. Scientific research
on rock art, though, did not begin until the 1870s with the
Spanish amateur archaeologist Marcelino Sanz de Sautuola
and the discovery of Altamira Cave.
But the earliest written record on rock art anywhere
may be in the East, from China. As early as 2,300 years
ago, sporadic rock art discoveries were documented in Han
Feizi in the Warring States Period (475-221 B.C.). Only in
modern times has scientific research on rock art in China
been initiated. This began with Professor Huang Zhongqin
of Lin Nan University and his fieldwork and subsequent
publication on Hua’an Xianzitan rock art. The 1980s might
be described as the golden era for China’s rock art research,
since this is when many rock art sites were discovered, and
extraordinary academic attention was focused on them.
In Tibet, the first investigative report on record is from
the early 1900s, by A. H. Francke, a German Tibetologist,
and it addresses the rock art of Ladakh. Interest in and
discovery of the rock art in Tibet lags that of China, peaking
slightly later, between the late 1980s and the middle 1990s.
Around 1995, when the wave of new-discoveries was fading
nation-wide, Chinese rock art research was static. On a
deeper level though, China’s rock art scholars were switching
to more cool-headed and rational approaches to further
advancements.
Professor Zhang Yasha, author of Rock Art in Tibet,
first obtained her master’s degree in art, specializing in the
history of Western Fine Art, and then her doctoral degree
in history, specializing in the formation of Chinese nations.
At present, she is a doctoral supervisor in anthropology at
Minzu University of China. Her research interests have
focused on the history of fine arts among China’s ethnic
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groups, the history of primitive art, the history
of religious art, and particularly on Tibetan
fine arts. Interest in rock art has come into her
research since 2000. Based on her educational
background and experience, together with
the situation of rock art research in China at
that time, Professor Zhang initiated research
on the rock art in Tibet. Her recent academic
monograph, Rock Art in Tibet, is the outcome.
Rock art in Tibet occupies an extraordinary
place in world rock art studies due to its unique
background in geography, history, and ethnicity,
as well as religion. From the limited documents
currently available, it is now apparent that
Tibetan rock art displays characteristics of
the nomadic sheepherders of north China, but
styles from southwestern China as well. This
duality vividly reflects Tibet’s intricate and
peculiar natural environment, mixed with the
cultural, historical, ethnic, and religious factors
in this region.
This monograph consists of an introduction and ten
chapters organized into two sections. In the first section, the
author presents an iconographic and stylistic analysis, and
summarizes the Tibetan rock art that has been documented
so far. Her methodology focuses on iconographical research
into the conventional fine arts. In the second section, she
presents evidence behind her construction and interpretation
of Tibetan history, using an interdisciplinary approach that
integrates history, archaeology, ethnology, and religion, and
relies on statistical analyses used in sociology.
In the first section, Chapters 1 to 7, the author starts
with a representative graphical analysis of the fundamental
natural and supernatural characteristics of the animal images
depicted in Tibetan rock art, such as yaks, deer, horses, and
eagles, and demonstrates the evolution of the yong-zhong
symbols. These are tree- and pagoda-shaped signs of the
early Bön, a pre-Buddhist religious system, and add to our
understanding of the early Bön civilization of the plateau.
The graphical analysis reflects four types of Tibetan rock art
differentiated by their sets of icons and styles (types A, B,
C, and D), each predominate in a different period. Having
elaborated on the graph characteristics, origins, distributions,
and the evolution of the four types, the author turns to the
development and characteristics for two main regions in the
Tibetan Plateau, West and North Tibet. She maintains that
sometime between 3,000 and 1,500 B.P., ancient Qiang-Yi
ethnic groups immigrated continuously into North Tibet, also
known as Chang-Tang Plateau. As they moved from east to
west, they left incredible artistic evidence of their movement
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Tibetan boulder panel depicting various styles.
(Photograph by David Rhode.)

widely scattered throughout North and West Tibet.
The greatest innovation presented in this monograph is
on the pagoda- and bird-shaped signs. The author presents
evidence that pagoda-shaped signs in Tibetan rock art served
as a cultural marker of the ancient Bön culture on the plateau,
thus filling a gap left by the lack of tangible remains of the
Bön culture.
In analyzing bird-shaped signs, she pays special attention
to the peculiar place that the eagle has in early Tibetan
culture, combining it with the sacred bird “Khyung” of
the Zhangzhun tribe, an ancient culture and kingdom of
western and northwestern Tibet that predates both Tibetan
Buddhism and the Bön culture. (The Zhangzhung kingdom
is documented in Bön literature.) She maintains that the
numerous bird-witch images are evidence that during
religious rituals, the Bön witches, like their predecessors of
the ancient Zhangzhung tribe, dressed up as birds not only
to display their marvelous magic, but, more importantly, to
be spiritually consistent with the sacred bird “Khyung.” Thus,
the bird-witches are viewed as the avatar of the bird totem
culture of the ancient Zhangzhung tribe. Furthermore, the
author demonstrates with a great number of vivid images
that Tibetan rock art has become a material expression of the
development of the ancient Zhangzhung culture. This opens
an important path for decoding the mysterious culture of the
ancient Zhangzhung tribe, about which there is a severe lack
of archaeological information at present.
In the latter section of the monograph (Chapters 8 to 10),
...continued on next page
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Rock Art in Tibet... continued from page 9
the origins and the immigration of the Dongnu Kingdom in
east Tibet, the Female Kingdom in west Tibet, the ancient
Zhangzhung Kingdom, and the Supi who conquered the
plateau prior to the Tibetan Empire, are examined based
on previous rock art research. Synthesizing classical Chinese
documentation, the ancient Tibetan scriptures in Dunhuang,
as well as newly discovered archaeological remains, the author
finally reaches the conclusion that the ancient Zhangzhung
civilization can be traced to the ancient Chang-Tang nomadic
sheep-herding culture of northern Tibet, which formed after
the Female Kingdom in east Tibet and the Qiang ethnic group
in Qianghai converged.
She tries to shake off assumptions made in previous rock
art research by paying special attention to the ancient cultures
and ethnic immigration during the Chalcolithic period in the
Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau. She combines bilingual Tibetan
and Chinese literature, archaeological information, and a
thorough analysis to present an innovative interpretation
with an original idea. Some topics related to early Tibetan
history are clarified. In this book, the author has transformed
the documentation of rock art into a systematic record of
historical documentation.
This bi-dimensional research method, using pictures as
evidence to interpret history, has proven effective. Also in
this latter section of the monograph, the author analyses
the formation of the Tibetan group, and the pattern of the
vernacular culture in the early tribal alliance period. She
demonstrates that the ancient civilization of the north
Tibetan Plateau is not the variant or spread of an exotic
culture, but an inalienable part of China’s ancient civilization.
This conclusion has triggered heated academic discussion
among Tibetologists at home and abroad due to its clear
political implications, as well as the rigorous scientific
research standards she employed.
Rock Art in Tibet is the first monograph on Tibetan rock
art available in China, and is the first synthesis of rock art in
Tibet published since the 1980s. It is based on the conventional
research methods of art history; its methodology emphasizes
graphical and typological analyses. The research in this book
on the pagoda- and bird-shaped signs is innovative, as are
the classification of the phases and the dating of the Tibetan
rock art based on in-depth analysis. At the same time, special
attention has been paid to an interdisciplinary approach
integrating history, archaeology, ethnology, and religion. The
ultimate purpose is to have a better understanding of the true
original ancient civilization in the northern Tibetan Plateau.
The methodology which Professor Zhang Yasha uses rock art
to decode and interpret the region’s prehistory is a notable
initiative in both Tibetology and academic rock art studies
at home and abroad.
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Rock Art Bookshelf – Article

Reproductive Symbolism
in Great Basin Rock Art:
Bighorn Sheep Hunting,
Fertility and Forager Ideology
Alan P. Garfinkel and Donald R. Austin
Cambridge Archaeological Journal 21(3):453-471.
Published online: 20 September 2011
Reviewed by Alexander Rogers

T

he Coso Range of southern Inyo County, California, is
well known for its concentration of rock art, most of
which is representational, including many images of bighorn
sheep. Although the rock art is spread over a wide area in
the Cosos, the major concentrations are in Lower Renegade,
Petroglyph, Sheep, and Upper Dead-End canyons, all within
the Coso Rock Art National Historic Landmark/National
Register District.
The rock art was obviously known for millennia by the
local Native American community, and was the subject of
popular articles in Desert Magazine in the 1930s. The earliest
known scholarly survey of Lower Renegade and Petroglyph
canyons was performed shortly after the World War II,
by Virginia Hitchcock from the University of California
(Hitchcock 1946). The foundational study was performed
in the 1960s by a team led by Campbell Grant (Grant et al.
1968). Many additional studies have been performed since,
too many to cite here.
The rock art has inspired a number of interpretations,
mostly focused on understandings of the “classic Coso” sheep
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images (boat-shaped bodies, head turned to face the viewer).
Heizer and Baumhoff (1962) proposed that the sheep images
were created for “hunting magic,” to ensure success in the hunt,
a position subsequently supported by Grant et al. (1968).
Whitley proposed an alternative interpretation (1998),
suggesting that the sheep images were created by shamans as
part of vision quests involving altered states of consciousness
(i.e., hallucinatory states) and were not related to hunting
at all. In this view the images are interpreted by cognitive
neuroscience in terms of a three-stage model of trance imagery,
and have nothing to do with the mythology, or “cultural sacred
canopy” (sensu Kitchell 2010:821) of the cultural groups
involved. Finally, Whitley suggests that the “classic Coso” sheep
images represent rams, and are a death metaphor (Whitley
2000). Thus, two schools of thought have emerged which
might be termed “materialist” and “mentalist.”
A related controversy pitting optimal foraging vs. prestige
hunting theories surrounds the nature of bighorn sheep
hunting, which scholars of the materialist viewpoint suggest
is related to production of Coso sheep images. Optimal
foraging theory is often invoked to explain subsistence
patterns among peoples of the Great Basin, including
their proclivity to invest effort in hunting bighorn sheep
(Bettinger 1991). An alternative theory suggests bighorn
were hunted as a prestige-gathering activity among male
hunters (Hildebrandt and McGuire 2002; McGuire and
Hildebrandt 2005).
Thus, archaeologists interpreting Coso rock art have
developed into two camps, which have further fragmented.
These positions stem from quite different theoretical bases
which have prevented any useful agreement or, until now,
constructive engagement. Garfinkel and Austen have
specifically addressed this issue in this excellent article
which is based on the concept of “increase rites” (previously
discussed in a Coso context by Garfinkel 2006).
The idea of increase rites is well known in anthropology.
Increase rites are cultural customs or religious rites with the
aim of increasing the number of game animals critical to
the livelihood of the group (e.g., salmonid fish in the Pacific
Northwest, bison in the Great Plains). Increase rites are
especially important for species that have been over-hunted.
Scholars as far back as Grant et al. (1968) have suggested
that over-hunting may have occurred of Coso bighorn sheep
by the middle of the Newberry Period (roughly 2000 B.P.).
Wildlife biologists have pointed out that the combination of
projectile weapons and hunting dogs—as depicted in Coso
rock art—would likely have led to declines in the sheep
population, providing further support for this suggestion.
Garfinkel and Austin, in the present article, expand on
the increase rites idea. In simplest terms, their thesis is that
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classic Coso sheep represent pregnant ewes, and they were
created as part of efforts to increase the herds. They present
images that certainly seem to suggest sheep in a sexually
receptive pose, and examples of images which can be taken
to represent pregnancy (sheep within sheep) and birthing
(“double ended” sheep). They cite Goss (1972:166) who
stated that for the Ute, bighorn sheep is a genderless term
and sheep are generally categorized as female regardless of
biological sex. If this is a uniform perception within Numic
languages, it applies to the Native people who inhabited the
Cosos.
The paper is well-written and makes an excellent case.
Garfinkel and Austin provide support from a variety of
sources, including archaeological and rock art literature,
Native American consultants, ethnographic literature, and
wildlife biology. Their literature citations are refreshingly
transparent, and even provide page numbers; it would
be nice if all authors would do so! They further attempt
to engage the arguments of the materialist and mentalist
viewpoints, stating on the first page, “we offer a middle
ground between these divergent views.” The article includes
an interesting analysis which points out where views diverge
and what points are held in common. I applaud their efforts
in this area, but I frankly fear it will be to no avail. The two
camps are both well fortified, and the respective positions
are so deeply embedded in world-views that little hope of
resolution exists. [Full disclosure: I find hallucination an
unsatisfactory explanation for anything except perhaps the
current American political process; anthropologically, I think
it is a dead end.]
In conclusion, this is an outstanding article that provides
a fascinating new perspective on the Coso rock art debate. I
recommend it highly.
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The Archaeology of Art in the
American Southwest
Marit K. Munson
Altamira Press, 2011.
216 pp., 42 b/w illustrations.
$60.00 (hardback); $59.99 (ebook).
Reviewed by Amy Gilreath

I

n this slim, brainy book, Munson discourses on what
archaeology might gain from examining artifacts as art.
She considers various contemporary archaeological studies
from the American Southwest—work by stalwarts like James
Bayman, Mark Chenault, Patricia Crown, Kelley HaysGilpin, Michelle Hegmon, Lucia Henderson Kathryn Kamp,
Stephen LeBlanc, John Lindly, Barbara Mills, Elizabeth
Newsome Stephen Plog, W. H. Wills, and others—and
recasts them, shifting the perspective from the original
analysis of artifacts in archaeology, to an examination of the
artifacts as “art in an archaeological context.” Her claim is
that “to label something ‘artifact’ is to imply that production,
technology, and function are of cultural importance. To label
that same object ‘art’ is to shift the focus to artists, aesthetics,
iconography, and meaning” (2011:20). Archaeologists do a
pretty good job addressing the former; but the latter…not
so much. Using many examples, she makes a convincing
argument that this is a fertile field worth plowing.
She explicitly turns away from the futility of seeking to
answer “what is art?”; instead, she encourages us to explore
the kind of stuff we archaeologists handle that is amenable to
being studied as art—pottery, kiva murals, rock art, objects
of adornment, incised bone, refined implements, baskets,
designs painted on atlatl and arrow shafts, and such. And with
one-word chapter titles such as Artists, Audiences, Images,
Aesthetics, she demonstrates the different facets of artistry
and artifacts upon which one might choose to focus.
Parts of these chapters almost border on being an
annotated bibliography. I offer this as a compliment, not a
criticism. The number of Southwestern archaeologists and
the proliferation of academic products (dissertations, theses),
anthologies by archaeological publishing houses, journals
dedicated to prehistory, not to mention the tons (literally)
of grey literature that topically address Southwestern
archaeology, is daunting. Munson does us a great service by
sharing what she knows about the many productive avenues
of inquiry that are occurring.
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As an example, let’s take Chapter 3, “Artists.” She reviews
several attribution studies with pottery that seem successful
in isolating the individual in prehistory, and she concludes
that attribution studies appear “best suited to a large set of
complex or highly detailed objects made over a relatively
short period of time” (p. 62). Sound promising, ARARA
members? Other studies consider the processes by which
one becomes an artist/artisan, and here Munson uses
Crown’s pottery study. It concluded that skilled adults often
collaborated with students/children, and individual pots
often display evidence of their collaborative efforts. While
the results of the examples she provides are the “hooks,” it’s
the analytical methods that the studies use that intrigue.
Munson’s book, at its essence, is an entreaty for an
archaeology of art: “why not integrate standard artifactfocused archaeological approaches, such as technological
studies and analyses of hard data, with art-like concerns such
as consideration of the artists’ creativity, interpretation of
form, and evaluation of aesthetic principles?” (pp. 155-156).
Why not indeed?! And if you are thinking, “but how do I
begin?”, Munson provides a number of stimulating examples
from Southwestern archaeological studies.

St. George... continued from page 1
as is the North Rim of the Grand Canyon. The Grand
Staircase-Escalante National Monument is four hours away.
You might even want to take longer trips to Bluff or Moab
to see more rock art, or take a raft trip down the San Juan
River or through Desolation Canyon on the Green River to
see some very special rock art. There is no end of things to
do in the Southwest. Enjoy!

Going to Memphis SAAs?

I

f yes, then please consider helping staff the ARARA
booth that will be set-up throughout the conference.
ARARA has a long-standing tradition of maintaining
a presence in the Exhibit Hall. It’s a great way to meet
all manner of career archaeologists, and to peruse
the latest publications—not just rock art studies, but
archaeological studies throughout the world. The
77th Annual Meeting of the Society for American
Archaeology is being held April 18-22, 2012, in
Memphis, Tennessee. Contact Teddy Stickney at
stick711@sbcglobal.net or 432-559-2380 if you are
able to volunteer your assistance. The Preliminary
Program and registration information is available at
www.saa.org.
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Call for Papers
for La Pintura

ARARA members would love to read about your

new rock art discovery, recording project, or new idea for
interpretation. La Pintura needs members to submit articles
on current research or fieldwork. Doing so will make La
Pintura a better journal. Editorial guidelines can be found
on the inside back cover of every issue.

Editorial Deadlines for La Pintura

To insure timely publication of each issue of La Pintura,
please follow the following schedule of deadlines for all
editorial copy and other submissions:
Issue 1: February 1
Issue 2: May 1
Issue 3: August 1
Issue 4: November 1
Send all materials for inclusion in La Pintura to:
William Breen Murray, Editor
WBMurray1@yahoo.com
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ARARA Addresses
ARARA has several addresses. To get the most timely
response, please send your inquiry to the right place.

Membership
For all Membership matters, including new and renewal
memberships (see full membership information on inside
back cover), replacement of undelivered issues of La Pintura,
and corrections or changes in membership information and
addresses, contact:
ARARA Membership
Donna Yoder
2533 W. Calle Genova
Tucson, AZ 85745-2526
donnayoder@cox.net

La Pintura Editorial Matters

For editorial matters relating to La Pintura, including
letters and articles for publication (see guidelines on inside
back cover), preferred contact is by e-mail:
William Breen Murray, Editor
WBMurray1@yahoo.com
Postal mail for the La Pintura Editor may be sent to:

International Newsletter on Rock Art
INORA — The International Newsletter on Rock Art, edited

by Jean Clottes and published in French and English three
times a year (February, June, November) — is available
to ARARA members for $25 a year. Subscribe through
ARARA and save the $10 French bank charge. The 32-page
newsletter contains the latest international rock art news. To
subscribe, send a check for $25 made out to ARARA to:
Donna Gillette
1147 Vaquero Way
Nipomo, CA 93444-6657
rockart@ix.netcom.com

La Pintura is the official newsletter of the American Rock
Art Research Association. Subscription to this publication
is a benefit of membership in ARARA. Back issues of La
Pintura are available electronically on the ARARA website,
http://www.arara.org.

ARARA
Attn: Editor, La Pintura
3711 W. Deer Valley Rd.
Glendale, AZ 85308-2038
For matters regarding production of La Pintura, contact:
Amy Gilreath
Far Western Anthropological Research Group, Inc.
1180 Center Point Drive, Suite 100
Henderson, NV 98074
amy@farwestern.com

Archive, Library, Book Orders
For information on the ARARA Archive, Library, and
publications available for sale, contact:
ARARA Archive
3711 W. Deer Valley Rd.
Glendale, AZ 85308-2038
(623) 582-8007
dvrac@asu.edu

La Pintura
The American Rock Art Research Association
is a non-profit organization dedicated to encourage and to advance research in the field of rock
art. Association members work for the protection and preservation of rock art sites through
cooperative action with private landowners and
appropriate state and federal agencies.
The Association strives to promote nondestructive utilization of rock art for scientific,
educational, and artistic purposes. This is accomplished through a wide-ranging program
to inform and educate the members as well
as the general public regarding the rock art
heritage of the United States as well as worldwide. These goals are comunicated through
the quarterly newsletter, La Pintura. Annual
three-day conferences give both members and others interested in rock
art the opportunity to share professional papers, slide presentations, and
informal discussions.
Membership in the American Rock Art Research Association is
open to all with an active interest in research, non-destructive use, and
preservation of rock art, regardless of their nationality or country of
residence. Membership fees are:
			 Donor		
$120.00
			 Family		
$50.00
			 Individual
$45.00
			 Society/Institution
$60.00
			 Student		
$35.00
*Student rate requires photocopy of current student
ID. Foreign members please add $5.00 for Canada/
Mexico, $10 for other countries.

Membership runs from January 1 through December 31 of each year.
The Association is concerned primarily with American rock art, but
membership is international in scope. Benefits include La Pintura, one
copy of American Indian Rock Art for the year, reduced conference fees,
and current news in the field of rock art. More importantly, membership
means a shared concern for the ongoing conservation and preservation
of one of the most significant elements of our heritage. Send memberships to:
					 ARARA Membership
					 Donna Yoder
					 2533 W. Calle Genova
					 Tucson, AZ 85745-2526
					
e-mail: donnayoder@cox.net
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ARARA Code of Ethics

The American Rock Art Research Association subscribes to the
following Code of Ethics and enjoins its members, as a condition of
membership, to abide by the standards of conduct stated herein.
1. All local, state, and national antiquities laws will be strictly adhered
to by the membership of ARARA. Rock art research shall be subject
to appropriate regulations and property access requirements.
2. All rock art recording shall be non-destructive with regard to the
rock art itself and the associated archaeological remains which may
be present. No artifacts shall be collected unless the work is done
as part of a legally constituted program of archaeological survey
or excavation.
3. No excavation shall be conducted unless the work is done as part of
a legally constituted excavation project. Removal of soil shall not be
undertaken for the sole purpose of exposing sub-surface rock art.
4. Potentially destructive recording and research procedures shall
be undertaken only after careful consideration of any potential
damage to the rock art site.
5. Using the name of the American Rock Art Research Association,
the initials of ARARA, and/or the logos adopted by the Association and
the identification of an individual as a member of ARARA are allowed
only in conjunction with rock art projects undertaken in full accordance
with accepted professional archaeological standards. The name ARARA
may not be used for commercial purposes. While members may use their
affiliation with ARARA for identification purposes, research projects
may not be represented as having the sponsorship of ARARA without
express approval of the Executive Committee.
The ARARA Code of Ethics, points 1 through 5, was adopted at the
annual business meeting on May 24, 1987. The Code of Ethics was
amended with the addition of the opening paragraph at the annual
business meeting, May 28, 1988.
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